Altered glycemia and brain-update and potential relevance to the aging brain.
Hyperglycemia characterizes diabetes mellitus and is linked to its chronic and acute complications. Cognitive dysfunction in diabetes occurs especially in longstanding disease and with poor glycemic control. Recent data in humans suggests that hyperglycemia causes acute cognitive dysfunction. The underlying mechanisms are unknown but deserve further research as diabetes is becoming epidemic and will likely contribute increasingly to premature cognitive decline. The primary side effect of diabetes treatment is hypoglycemia, particularly resulting from insulin treatment. CNS adaptations to acute and chronic hypoglycemia underlie the inability of some people to promptly recognize and defend against the risk of serious hypoglycemia. Data from human and animal models may help explain how altered glycemia affects brain function both acutely and chronically. Improved mechanistic understanding of altered glycemia's effects could prevent the adverse impact of diabetes upon the CNS and give new insights into effects that may exist in normal aging.